
Take
a deep
breath

Smoke free 
within 3 days only

Bionic 880

A way to escape from the vicious
circle of this addiction!

Photon therapy with the Bionic 880
is the solution. 

Applying the Bionic 880, light
waves (photons), passing the 
skin, reach the brain. There they 
reactivate the body's own endorphin
production. You will feel surprisingly
well and relaxed without cigarette.
The first big step towards a life
without smoke is done.

Photon therapy shows gentle and
natural effects and is free from risks
and side effects.

You won't experience the expected
gain of weight thereafter, as the
simultaneous stimulation of 
serotonin will reduce your appetite.

Along with an improved health, a
smoke free future will provide more
financial scope and quality of life to
you. 
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Health is your greatest asset.

Your therapist will gladly talk about
further details with you. 

Bye-bye
fume!
Bye-bye
fume!



Once great freedom, now heavy
burden...

For a long time you have been 
tinkering with the idea of 'quitting
at last'. Even just for health's sake.
In a sense, steady rise in prices and
the loss of conflict free smoking
areas might be sufficient reasons, as
well. 

Thus, to become a
non-smoker
is your
goal.

However,
there are just

a few smokers who succeed
in becoming smoke free without
support. Perhaps, you have tried
yourself to become smoke free,
using various methods, in vain.

If you want it with all your heart,
you will succeed with the Bionic
880 photon therapy.

Now you have the chance by 
applying the photon therapy with
the Bionic 880.

Become a non-smoker within 3 days
taking 3 sessions of 30 minutes
each and feel comfortable in the
process. Feeling at ease, especially
during the first days of non-
smoking, is the principal benefit of
the therapy. 
This is the reason for a 90% success
rate in smoking de-addiction 
(officially registered). 

This
method

of smo-
king de-

addiction may well belong to the
most effective de-addiction 
therapies in our times.

It is easier than you can imagine.
Anyone can succeed, if he/she
wants to and follows the helpful
advices of his/her therapist.

How does the Bionic 880 photon 
therapy work?

The answer can be found in our
brain. The neurons of the brain 
produce endorphins, some kind of
natural "happiness-hormones",
which have a soothing effect and
induce a sense of well-being.

Due to its similar structure nicotine
occupies the position of
the endorphins when

absorbed by the
body.

The body's   
endorphin 

production is
reduced. A sense of relaxation

and well-being is pretended to the
smoker. When the nicotine is used
up the neurons ask for supply,
otherwise withdrawal syndromes
and bad sensations will arise. 

The Bionic 880 photon therapy 
supports the brain in building the
happiness-hormones by itself again,
immediately. Therefore, withdrawal
syndromes are minimized extremely.
Giving up smoking becomes 
a realistic goal.


